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A BEAUTIFUL RESTORING AND PROMTING WORD AND CALL TO ACTION AND STEADFASTNESS FROM THE MOST HIGH:
“I am with you,” said The FATHER. “I AM WITH YOU. I am blessing you continuously. I have changed some things up for you. I
switched some things around for you. I’ve even turned the tables for you. I allowed the enemy to play his hand for the sake of My
KINGDOM. For the cause of the blessing of the REMNANT whom I have called. I let the evil be put on display and I’m using it to
promote you, to promote MY REMNANT. See this PEACE that I have given you? See how I have not allowed the works of the evil
one to overtake you? See how I have removed you and hidden you in My Bosom and covered you with MY Wings? When it looked
like I was doing nothing, I was covering you. When I allowed you to feel MY Presence and not the fiery darts of the evil one, I was
protecting you. I didn’t stop the darts, I stopped the darts from reaching you and I raised you up boldly to be fearless. I raised you up
for such a time as this to boldly call out the tactics of the enemy so that I could deal with them directly. I’ve commissioned you to read,
perceive and call out the devil’s strategies, things whom others have fallen victim to and have been preyed upon. I call you a master
strategist! I called you up to boldly resist what was meant to destroy, to decree MY Will and authority over it and to command MY
Blessings over all who come in contact with you. This is you. This has always been you. The difference is, this is you out of hiding and
on the grand stage of life. This is the you the devil feared. This is the you the devil hoped he would stop many, many years ago. This
is the you that satan tried to destroy yet you are not just in The KINGDOM, you ARE the KINGDOM. The KINGDOM is IN YOU! Walk.
Walk into your season! GO! Continue to tear down strongholds! Continue to resist the devil and he will run from you and the destruction
you bring to his domain. I will pluck up from before you and behind and remove all he sends to try to impede you. I will pluck it up, tear
it down, unseat and relieve of duty that which only looks like a threat because nothing can stop you! I have said it and it is done and
the demons quake and shake when I do so. This is why there has been so much chaotic activity around you. This is why the demonic
attacks ensued as last ditch effort to try to stifle your progress or try to alter the influence I have given you with many. The enemy
always believes HE can lie on and attack the character of MY Own and stop MY Will in them, but I prove HIM wrong each time. Timetested and everlasting is MY TRUTH and LOVE for you MY People and nothing that the rejected dark angel does stands, he is the
father of lies and there is no truth in him. But MY TRUTH is in you! I did it! I put it in you. Fear not! GO! Go BELOVED. Walk. Walk
into your season.”

